WEDNESDAY
27 NOVEMBER
19.00 – 22.00

LATE

WELCOME TO THE SUN: LATE
It may be the depths of winter, but you can walk on
sunshine this evening with solar science, crafts and
talks inspired by our latest exhibition. Make your
own rainbow diffraction sunglasses, get up close
with exotic animals, take an out of this world trip
in an inflatable planetarium and more. Are you ready?
Here comes the Sun…

FOOD AND DRINK

SHOP

Fuel your night with
food from our café and
a sundowner from the
Revolution Manchester
bar.

It’s nearly the most
sun-derful time of the
year, so bag some perfect
Christmas gifts for your
family and friends.
19.00 – 22.00

Café 17.30 – 21.30
Bar 19.00 – 21.45

TICKETS
There are several workshops and activities that need
to be booked. Free tickets for these can be booked
at the information desk in Revolution Manchester.
Tickets for The Sun exhibition can be purchased at
the ticket desk outside of the Temporary Exhibition
Gallery on Level 1.

TALKS AND PERFORMANCES
REVOLUTION MANCHESTER STAGE
OUR SOLAR BODIES

THE DEATH OF THE SUN

From our sleep cycles to our
brain chemistry, sunlight
is crucial to our health and
happiness. As more of us
move into light-polluted
cities, spend our days in dim
offices and our evenings in
front of bright screens, we
are in danger of losing our
connection with the Sun. So
how do we foster a healthier
relationship with light in the
modern world? Linda Geddes
investigates.

The death throes of the Sun
will spell the end for our solar
system as we know it, but
rising from its ashes will be
the building blocks of life for
future galactic inhabitants.
Find out how life revolves
around the Sun with Professor
Brad Gibson.

19.30

An astonishing 25 minute
performance of live poetry
and computer music derived
from solar data, accompanied
by stunning real photographs
from solar telescopes.
Performed by acclaimed poet
Katrina Porteous and pioneer
of electronic music Peter
Zinovieff.

SHOULD WE BLOCK OUT
THE SUN TO SOLVE CLIMATE
CHANGE?
As global efforts to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions
fail, is solar geoengineering
technology the way forward?
Join Dr Rob Bellamy as he
explores the promise – and
perils – of geoengineering.
20.00

20.30
SUN – AN EXPLORATION OF
OUR NEAREST STAR

21.00

MAKE SEE AND DO
REVOLUTION MANCHESTER
LEVEL 0
SUN DOME

SUPER SUNGLASSES

Take a tour of the solar
system inside the University
of York’s inflatable
planetarium and be
starstruck by the wonders
of space.

Make a snazzy pair of
diffraction sunglasses
and you’ll soon be seeing
rainbows everywhere.

19.15, 19.45, 20.15, 20.45,
21.15
Shows last 20 minutes
Limited tickets available - get
yours at the information desk

OUR POWERFUL SUN
Join scientists as they shed
light on fusion energy and
how it powers the Sun. Can
we make mini suns here on
Earth? Will they eventually
fuel our power stations?
Could fusion solve the energy
crisis? Come along to find out.
19.00 – 22.00

19.00 – 22.00

MIRROR DIVAS
Glimmer and Glamour appear
on gallery throughout the
night, with their fabulous
mirrored outfits and
skyscraper high heels. Watch
their super shiny stilt-walking
act reflect light, glow in the
dark and show you your
mirror image.
19.00 – 22.00

DIAL (VITAMIN) D FOR
DEFICIENCY

STORM WATCHERS AND
SUN PRINTS

Vitamin D is produced in the
skin in response to sunlight,
and as the nights get longer
and the days get wetter, we
all need to find more ways
to keep our levels up. For
one night only, MetMUnch’s
nutritionists take a foodfuelled, interactive look at
how you can get sunshine on
a rainy day.

If you thought Manchester
winters were bad, try space
weather. Contribute to
cutting-edge research by
tracking solar storms in
images sent from a NASA
spacecraft. Plus search a
solar photography archive to
find out how the Sun looked
on your birthday and get a
printout to take home.

19.00 – 22.00

19.00 – 22.00

BINDING BLOCKS
There are over 28,000 pieces
of Lego in the University
of York’s 3D nuclear chart.
Learn more about the nuclear
isotopes represented in the
chart, why it was built and the
difference between fusion
and fission.
19.00 – 22.00

PLAN YOUR NIGHT
SUN
DOME

Our powerful Sun
Our solar bodies

Super sunglasses
Mirror Divas

Should we block
out the Sun to solve
climate change?
The death
of the Sun

Dial (Vitamin) D for
deficiency
Storm watchers
and sun prints
Binding Blocks
Seeing the Sun

Sun - an
exploration of
our nearest star

Green futures

TEMPORARY
EXHIBITION GALLERY

E

The Sun
Super/collider
solargraph
workshop

Animals in
the Sun
Sundial
making

Super/collider
solargraph
workshop

Salute the
Sun - yoga
workshop
Exhibition
tour

Sun
detectors

Salute the
Sun - yoga
workshop

Plant
power
Super/collider
solargraph
workshop

The Sun

REVOLUTION
MANCHESTER
LEVEL 0

TEXTILES GALLERY
LEVEL 0

SEEING THE SUN

SUPER/COLLIDER
SOLARGRAPH WORKSHOP

Explore some dazzling solar
imagery and the ingenious
technology that we use to spy
on our Sun with Manchester
Astronomical Society.
19.00 – 22.00

GREEN FUTURES
The Sun is the most important
source of energy for life on
Earth. Join the University
of Salford on an immersive,
art-science journey to
the nanoscale to see how
molecular machines can
convert plant biomass into
fuel – it’s solar power, but not
as you know it.
19.00 – 22.00

Join super/collider for
a solargraph workshop,
where you can make a long
exposure pinhole camera
which tracks the passage
of the Sun for up to twelve
months.
19.30, 20.15, 21.00
Workshops last 45 minutes
Limited capacity – sign up
at the information desk

BISTRO
EXPERIMENT
LEVEL
LEVEL
1 1
PERIODIC DINNER TABLE
ANIMALS IN THE SUN
Gather round the dinner
Get upfor
close
and hands
table
a comical
on with someofexotic
suncelebration
the periodic
dwellers such as snakes,
table.
Grab a bingo card,
beetles and lizards, as we
tick
off
the the
elements
you
learn about
ways many
spot
andbenefit
see if your
animals
from,team
cope
can
the
first
to shout
withbe
and
even
avoid
the Sun.
‘eureka!’
19.00 – 22.00
19.15, 20.15
Limited
capacity.
SUNDIAL
MAKING
Sign
up
at
the info desk
Before apps, phones, clocks
in
Revolution
Manchester
and watches, the
Sun was
to
ourtake
onlypart.
way to keep track of
the time. Learn how to read a
sundial and customise your
own cardboard version to
take home.
19.00 – 22.00

EXPERIMENT
LEVEL 1
INTERSTELLAR
SUN DETECTORS
SNOWFLAKES
Makearen’t
a colour-changing
Stars
born, they’re
band or bracelet to eclipse
made… by chemical
all your other accessories,
reactions
initspace.
Roll
then watch
transform
up
your
sleeves
and
build
under UV light.
a19.00
comet
or
a
planet
with
– 22.00
astrochemists from the
University of Leeds in this
stellar
PLANTactivity.
POWER
19.45,
20.45
Light or dark? Warm or cold?

Whatever
your environment,
Limited
capacity.
we’ve got a seed for you. Get
Sign up at the info desk
your green fingers ready for
inour
Revolution
workshop,Manchester
where you
to
take
part. the science
will
discover

of seeds, plant your own
mystery pot to take home and
find out how the sun gives
your flower power.
19.00 – 22.00

e

TEMPORARY EXHIBITION GALLERY
LEVEL 1
THE SUN

From ancient myths to health
and wellbeing, our new
blockbuster exhibition takes
a closer look at our everchanging relationship with
our closest star. See stunning
objects, watch the sun rise
around the world or relax on
our indoor beach.
19.00 – 22.00
£4 (usually £8).
Admission to the exhibition
is half price for tonight only
and tickets are limited.

EXHIBITION TOUR

SALUTE THE SUN – YOGA
WORKSHOP

Practise your sun salutation
in these exclusive workshops,
which take place in front of
spectacular Sun footage on a
wall-sized screen. Workshops
are led by a qualified
yoga teacher and mats
are provided. Participants
should wear comfy clothes
and should not take part if
pregnant or suffering from
glaucoma.
19.30, 20.30
Workshops last 45 minutes
Limited capacity – sign up at
the information desk

Join Associate Curator Lewis
Pollard for an exclusive afterhours highlights tour of The
Sun. You must purchase an
DON’Tticket
MISS
exhibition
to join the
tour.
The Sun: Late
DON’T MISS
20.00
Wednesday 27 NovemberScience
2019 Fiction: Late
Tour lasts 30 minutes
Wednesday
Book
your –free
now
Limited
capacity
signtickets
up at
18 March 2020
the information desk

gradient

DON’T MISS
Science Fiction: Late
Wednesday 18 March 2020

ENJOYED THE SUN: LATE?
Share your snaps with us.
@sim_manchester
@scienceandindustrymuseum
Be the first to know more about
our special events and exhibitions.
sign up to our e-newsletter at
scienceandindustrymuseum.org.uk

